JOIN OUR TEAM

WENGER
CONSTRUCTION, INC.
ROOFING SIDING SHEET METAL SERVICE

Let me shoot you straight. Construction is not for the faint of heart; it requires grit,
determination, discipline, and the will to persevere. If you and your employer are not on the
same page it just compounds all the challenges that already exist in an already challenging
industry. Not much of a marketing pitch huh?
Our goal is to challenge the status quo for what it means to be a worker in the
construction industry. At Wenger, we care about the relationship we keep with our
employees, their personal development, the benefits we
provide, and building our bench strength so that we can
promote from within. The greatness of a team is not just
measured by its current leaders, but also by who those leaders are bringing up behind them
for the future.
What does that mean for you? It means you have the ability to come in here, grow, and
progress in your construction career. Our Foreman, Project Managers, and Executives for
the most part grew up organically in this business under Wenger and have been able to
provide more for the company and their families. That is why this will be your final
destination in your construction journey!

BENEFITS WE PROVIDE AT WENGER

Wenger Construction, Inc. is a commercial roofing, siding, and sheet metal fabrication company based
out of Campbellsport, WI. We are committed to being the #1 preferred installer in Wisconsin and
completely dominating the space we reside in. We are committed to provide a world class experience to our customers and to our
employees who want to walk the path to greatness with us!

WHAT WE DO

APPLY NOW AT WWW.WENGER-CONSTRUCTION.COM/CAREERS | (920) 533-4445 | INFO@WENGER-CONSTRUCTION.COM

CORE
VALUES

HUNGRY

COLLABORATE

ELEVATE

OWN IT

Have a strong desire to learn, grow,
and achieve more personally and
professionally

Work as a team to create a
positive, solution driven work
environment

Grow yourself and grow those
around you. Be a person of
influence

Take responsibility for the good and
the bad. Be transparent and honest

